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“Most of the people that produce the oil are
here. We can do without…the managers. We can
start from tomorrow if we have enough transport,
equipment, tools and materials,” said an oil engi-
neer who has worked for Libyan Waha Oil for 36
years.

Oil workers got rid of the old Kaddafi man-
agers. They were furious to find out that the new
managers were just like the old ones. They and
all Libyan workers will be as furious when they
find out that they traded one set of capitalist ex-
ploiters for another.

Just as some oil workers concluded that they
don’t need any managers, they can be won to
conclude that we don’t need any capitalists and
must fight for communism. Under communism,
workers the world over can and will organize pro-
duction and distribution for the needs of our class
without managers or bosses. This will require
revolution to destroy capitalism. 

As the world’s imperialists, especially English,

French, Italian and US, scramble for control of
Libyan oil, Libyan workers pay a huge cost for
the imperialists’ bloodbath carried out in the
name of “protecting” them.

In Sirte, Kaddafi’s stronghold, 80,000 civilians
and a few thousand soldiers were bombed for
weeks. Only 20,000 civilians escaped. The rest
were forced to survive without food, water, or
electricity. As in Fallujah, Iraq, NATO bombed
and destroyed Sirte in order to “save” it—for the
capitalist-imperialists. 

Don’t Trust Any Capitalist
Kaddafi took power in 1969. He was seen as a

leftist and a champion of Arab nationalism. He
nationalized oil companies and, temporarily,
made health care and education more accessible
to Libyan workers. However, his reforms were
meant to pacify Libyan workers, not to put them
in power. In 1995, this supposed champion of
Palestinian workers expelled 30,000 Palestinian
refugees from Libya to “punish” Arafat for mak-

ing a peace deal
with Israel.

In 2003, after
the fall of Saddam
Hussein, he made
deals with Western
imperialism, giv-
ing up his weapons
program and open-
ing up oil and
other companies to
private investment.
Since then, the re-
forms he instituted
were cut drasti-
cally. Libyan
workers’ standard
of living fell. At
the same time
Kaddafi and his

family reaped huge profits off their oil deals with
the imperialists and lived in luxury.

Many believe that Kadaffi was a friend of the
workers because the false revolutionaries and
communists who led the movements for national
liberation in the 1960’s and 1970’s praised him
for his economic support and for denouncing US
imperialism. He was an old friend of Fidel Cas-
tro, and Hugo Chavez bestowed on him the high-
est honor of the Venezuelan government in 2009.

However, neither he nor any capitalist is our
friend, no matter what temporary crumbs they
allow workers. They all live off the exploitation
of the working class. In a capitalist crisis, they
turn on the workers with a vengeance, as Kaddafi
did.

Some try to take us into the trap of thinking
that “the enemy of my enemy is my friend.” No
boss, whether from Libya, NATO, China or Rus-
sia, can be an ally of the working class. 
Trust the Workers—Take them Communist

Ideas
As the competing imperialists vie for control

of Libya’s oil, it’s too soon to say who will be the
winner. But it’s clear that the struggle for control
will continue among the imperialists and inside
Libya. 

Libyan workers paid dearly to get rid of
Kaddafi and will not happily be put under the
stranglehold of NATO or their local henchmen in
the National Transitional Council. As rebellious
oil workers see, workers can run things better
without any bosses. In the bloodbath created by
the imperialists, workers can see that capitalism
has to be destroyed with a communist revolu-
tion—when these ideas are presented to them. To
make this a reality, Red Flag and ICWP need to
reach workers in Libya and around the world to
grow into the mass voice and organization of
communist revolution.

Libya: “Responsibility to Protect” leaves a trail of death and destruction 

in the midst of turmoil, Workers say We don’t need bosses

Roughly speaking, a “universal” is what dif-
ferent individual things or particular situations
have in common. Human beings, planets, revo-
lutions, etc. have groups of specific properties
that make them humans, planets, etc. A useful
term for these groups of core properties is
“essences.” 

As an example, let’s consider the essence of
humanity. We are not looking for a definition of
“human” or a way to tell if some animal is
human. Definitions, like “man is the tool-making
animal,” (which doesn’t actually apply just to hu-
mans) wouldn’t tell you what makes something
human, anymore than wearing a mechanic’s uni-
form would determine what makes someone an
auto mechanic, even if every mechanic wore one.

The Marxist viewpoint is that what makes
something human is both biological and social.
At any given period in history, social relation-
ships make up part of our nature, and that nature
will change when social relations change. In par-
ticular, someone’s social class, which is part of
his or her social relationships, has powerful and
wide-ranging effects. Both the biological and so-
cial sides of the human essence are material,
however, not something immaterial or merely
ideal, as Platonists would say (Platonism was ex-
plained in the last issue).

The humanity example shows that the essence
of a universal can change over time—it’s a mov-
ing target. In the future, when people have grown

up under communist social re-
lationships, everyone will be
less competitive and individu-
alistic, and better at coopera-
tion. 
Universal and Individual: A

Dialectical Relation
Universals depend on indi-

viduals and can’t exist without
them, since they are the com-
mon characteristics in these in-
dividuals. Lenin wrote that
“Every universal is (a frag-
ment, or an aspect, or the
essence of) an individual.” A
universal can’t exist unless
something has it or at least could have it. If hu-
mans had never evolved, there would be no such
universal as humanity, but the universal “mam-
mal” would still exist if there were mammals. 

Individuals also depend on universals, since
universals are the characteristics of individuals
and define their relations to other individuals.
Earth is a planet with a solid surface, liquid water,
and an atmosphere. Each of these properties is a
universal, and partly defines which individual
thing Earth is.  But there is more in an individual
than any short list of universals can describe. As
Lenin put it, “Every universal only approximately
embraces all the individual objects” that have it.
Astronomers are now discovering more Earth-

like planets, and each is different from Earth in
some way. 

Understanding the universals in individual
things is important because the essence of a uni-
versal can have big effects. All revolutions have
some features in common, like mass mobiliza-
tion, hatred of the government, etc., that partly
determine the course of the revolution. Univer-
sals point to necessary connections, like imperi-
alist rivalry causing wars, and they are key parts
of theoretical principless and generalizations. 

The Right Universals Matter
Some universals do a much better job than oth-

ers in indicating the capabilities of individuals.

Final Part

universal, particular and individual

See UNIVERSALS, page 15
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Social class universals, like worker and capitalist,
refer to essential factors that have strong effects,
and are more important than other social univer-
sals that refer to race, gender or nationality, which
reactionary “identity politics” treats as primary. 

A big part of scientific investigation is finding
the right universals, universals that name the
common factors that mainly determine what hap-
pens in particular situations and leaves out factors
that matter less. Using universals that are too ab-
stract and leave out too much can be especially
misleading. It would be a mistake, for example,

to try to understand the prospects of life under
capitalism by focusing on human nature. That’s
why Marx wrote that his economic studies did
not “proceed from man but from a given eco-
nomic period.” 

It would also be a mistake to discuss the fight
for communism by talking about revolution in
general. The French Revolution replaced the feu-
dal aristocracy with the capitalists, but kept ex-
ploitation and class rule. Revolution to destroy
capitalism will be different, since destroying class
society altogether requires relying  on mass un-
derstanding of, commitment to, and mobilization
for communism.

The right universals, put into the right theories,
are vital guides in the fight for communism, but
the particular or individual still has more content
than universals do. Even a good theory doesn’t
fully describe all particular cases, but knowing
about those cases can be the basis for improving
it. Thus the party needs to learn from many indi-
vidual workers’ experiences and struggles, and
combine them into better knowledge of univer-
sals and better theories based on them. The ICWP
will play this central role in developing the sci-
ence of revolution, and use it to lead the working
class to communism.

UNIVERSALS from page 16

Youth Responds to the Struggle

In the latest issue of Red Flag, an anonymous

writer wrote a response to a letter I had written for

Red Flag from the previous issue. This person advi-

sed me to join the military or go into the industrial

sector. Every young comrade, every young reader

or writer of Red Flag should take that advice into

serious consideration. If workers want to take down

this government, we need to take it down from the

inside and make sure it stays down. What the youth

need to do is use the government’s weakness and

use that as our strength. This is our time and we

need to take advantage of it. 

A young comrade

Red Flag Mistakes Quantitative for

Qualitative Change:

The front page article in Vol.  2, No. 19 of Red

Flag made a mistake when it said that Obama sen-

ding US troops to the African country of Uganda is a

“qualitative” change in US policy. It’s a change, all

right, but not a qualitative change. One of the laws

of dialectics is that quantitative changes lead to qua-

litative changes. An example of that is boiling water.

The contradiction in the tea kettle is between the

forces that keep water molecules loosely bound to-

gether in a liquid state and the motion that splits

them apart. The quantitative changes are when the

water gets hotter, degree by degree. The qualitative

change is when it boils and turns to steam. Heating

the water increases the motion, and when it reaches

a tipping point, you have steam. It’s something

else—not water, but steam. That’s why we call it a

qualitative change. 

In the case of inter-imperialist rivalry between the

US and China in Africa, there have been lots of rela-

tively small moves by both the US and China to in-

tensify the contradiction between them—they both

want and need to be the dominant imperialist. You

can see that, for example, in Libya, where the US

and NATO took out Gaddafi, who had been making

oil deals with China. Uganda has just discovered oil

in their border regions and Chinese companies are

moving into the Eastern Congo to buy coltan for cell

phones. In response, the US is sending “military ad-

visors” into the region. 

While it is a change that the US is sending ground

troops to Africa for the first time in almost twenty

years, it’s not the tipping, or nodal, point that trans-

forms small scale conflicts, largely between proxies,

into world war. That will be the qualitative change.

We don’t know if that will happen in Africa, or some-

where else. We do know that world war is inevitable,

and that communists around the world must prepare

for this future by mobilizing the masses for a com-

munist revolution, to put an end to imperialism and

its wars and build a world of collectivity and coope-

ration among the toiling masses. 

--Red Flag Editorial Collective

Talking to a Bus Driver

Recently, I had a text conversation with an LA

MTA operator. It went like this:

“Hi! How are u? This is Tom from Red Flag. Sorry

I haven’t been in touch. Was out of town visiting fa-

mily. How r things @ work?”

“Things r good. My phone was off 4 a week but Im

back on line hope all is good.”

“Good! Im glad. Have u been receiving the

paper?”

“Yep got it last week at the job even passed some

around the Div.”

“Great!”

“We have UTU elections coming up so I wanna

see how this turns out? Trying to get sum new peo-

ple in there 4 what is worth.”

“Sorry to tell you not to hold your breath. No mat-

ter whom U elect things won’t change much. The

system is in a deepening crisis and can’t give major

concessions. On the contrary, it is demanding more

sacrifice from us.”

Unfortunately, the text conversation ended here.

However, I had begun to tell him that the main crime

of union officials was not that they did not negotiate

a better contract. Given the crisis, even if you or we

were elected, we couldn’t do much better. The main

crime of the union officials is that they believe in ca-

pitalism, are anti-communists and tell us we can re-

form capitalism to meet our needs. That’s why they

sell out for a handful of dollars.  

Also, the November UTU elections are for presi-

dents, secretaries, etc. of the five union locals.

These are administrative positions. They have no-

thing to do with representing workers or negotiating

contracts. James Williams and his gang do that and

they were elected for a four year period last Novem-

ber.

--Red Flag Distributor

How to mobilize the masses in the rural

environment for communism?

This question is something that has made my

head spin. I work for a Civil Association (C.A.) that

tries to bring development to the rural environment,

for the overcoming of poverty, using the natural re-

sources in a sustainable manner. But I became

aware that the same capitalist evils that we attack

so much in editions of Red Flag are the order of the

day in these areas.

We can’t achieve anything sustainable with the

conservation programs that aim to help to achieve a

better way of managing natural resources in a capi-

talist system.

Life in rural areas in the last 20 or 30 years, from

what I’ve been able to see in my experience—wi-

thout counting the time that the state and private

property have existed—has sharpened the bad

things; people seem disinterested in changing the

bad things from which they suffer.

The government, with its paternalistic programs,

has made the people submissive; much more than

before, they aren’t moved to act as much in grave

situations of poverty. The society of consumption

and globalization has fomented in the rural environ-

ment forms of life like industrialized cities. The youth

have left and have returned to their communities

with an aggressive attitude, with vices like alcoho-

lism, drug addiction, and prostitution. I’ve observed

in my community young children of 12 or 13 years

lost in alcohol and drug addiction. This wasn’t seen

ten years ago. Childhood isn’t enjoyed. The parents

aren’t even attentive to what’s happening around

them.

Its hard to open eyes in a world so lost, and we

must act urgently. How should we discuss Mobilize

the Masses for Communism in the rural environ-

ment so that the people aren’t so alienated from

what’s happening? I’m perplexed and I analyze all

the time why (I already know) the work that I do for

C.A. is going backwards. The people don’t show in-

terest in conserving and making good use of the na-

tural resources when the priority is to resolve the

social part, the real problems that rural societies live

day by day.

I have a lot of doubts, that the mobilization for

communism now is being done with working people

from the cities, in the factories, teachers, work cen-

ters, etc. and I’d like to know if today we have work

in rural areas, as we need to have here. I’m not re-

ferring to that only a few do this work, or in what

phase we find ourselves. I’ve become very discon-

nected and I’d like to know what experiences there

have been in the rural environment. Let’s see if you

can publish this idea or send some information

about this.

--Comrade in rural zone in Mexico

Red Flag responds:

Thank you for your questions and for giving us the

opportunity to discuss your observations. First, we

know that the reformist and revisionist movements

have done much damage to the working class (in

the cities and the fields) and have submerged it in a

desperation and lack of interest in struggling and re-

sistance to seeing a real alternative for victory for

our class. Defeating capitalist ideas that have been

in the atmosphere for centuries is a constant strug-

gle and not easy. We think that we must use dialec-

tics to understand the process of building a

consistent base with communist ideas and actions.

Articles in Red Flag have come out with exam-

ples of work in the fields and factories. For example,

in the San Joaquin Valley, California there are many

farm workers who gladly receive Red Flag. Some

distribute it. Many of them come from rural areas of

Mexico. We also ask the comrades from rural areas

to write their comments about your letter.




